
2023 -  OPEN CALL FOR ARTIST /  ARTIST COLLECTIVE
LA PANDILLA -  MICRO RESIDENCY PROGRAM



WHO WE ARE? 

Pandilla is the Spanish word for “a gang of” (pals, bandits or birds).
It’s also a new place in Ibiza, located in the heart of Las Salinas 
Natural Park. The space has the double big ambition of being a relax 
getaway hostel for all types of tribes and a creative oasis. 10 casitas, 
10 minutes from the sea, 1 big pool, 1 lush garden, 1 workshop space, 
Indoor and outdoor amenities to create all sort of things. 

WHO IS ELIGIBLE?

La Pandilla wishes to support an artist or artist collective that needs 
a place to focus and create a project in the island. We are open to all 
kind of artist or artists groups submissions as long as it makes sense 
for you to come here in Ibiza for your project and practice. 
No age limits, we welcome all nationalites and all types of artists. 
We can accomodate groups of up to 4 persons, so an artist collective 
or an artist coming with its family can be accomodated.

The granted artist or artist collective will be offered a full access to 
one casita for up to 15 days between february 15th to april 15th 2023 
( shorter recidency can be considered on a case by case basis).  
La Pandilla will also provide the collective with up 400 euros  
of production budget and will allocate 250 euros to participate in food 



and transportation expenses. The granted artist or artist collective will 
have an exclusive 24-7 access to the Taller, where some art equipment 
is available. A 100 square meters pergola can also be usefull for all 
outdoor activites. La Pandilla will also provide with bicycles. 

In return, the granted artist or artist collective will create a small 
project in la Pandilla. It can be an in-situ installation,  a 2D or a 3D 
artwork edited in a small signed limited edition by la Pandilla, 
to be discussed with the artist/Collective. 

During the residency, La Pandilla will communicate about the project 
by broadcasting photos - interview - portrait. The artist or artist collec-
tive will also be invited to interact with the public in the form that suits 
him-them, whether it be: a workshop, a presentation or an open studio. 

Submissions should include: 
- Application form
- An up to date curriculum vitae
- Portfolio of up to 10 recent images (light jpeg format or light pdf) 
named as follow: PANDILLA-MICRO-AIR23-NAME
- An insurance certificate

The documents must be sent only by email to:
residence@pandilla-ibiza.com 
in the format of a single PDF (max 8MB) with the subject of the email:
APPLICATION-PANDILLA-MICROAIR23-NAME

Application deadline: November 30th 2022 midnight
The results will be announced on December 15th 2022


